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SEATTLE

UNIVERSITY

Donation of $1
million made
to Law School

Let it Snow

are
cally
disadvantaged,
underrepresented or physically
challenged.The program also conAn anonymous donor has given siders other students who show an
$ 1.06 millionto theSeattleUniver- "aptitude forlaw study that may not
be reflected intheir statisticalindisity School of Law.
According to Joan Watt, the law cators."
school's AssociateDean for ExterFather Bill LeRoux,S.J.,of Uninal Affairs, the donor, whose rela- versity Advancement,playedanintionship to SU will not berevealed, strumental part insecuring this doasked that the money be used to nationDean Watt said.
Father Le Roux was very causupport the school'salternative adtious while speaking about the domission program.
Theprogramallows the school to nation,buthe did say that he knew
admit a limited numberof students thebenefactor,andfelt thathe would
based on factors other than the be interestedindonating to the al-

LISA THOMPSON
Staffßeporter

ternativeadmissionprogram. With
the helpof law school deans James
underthis program must takeclasses BondandRudolphHasl, the donaduring the summer, whichinclude tion was secured, and a check was
intensive writing seminars, classes given to the school.
onexamtaking andlawstudy skills.
This was the largest endowment
According totheSchool ofLaw's the law schoolhas seen. Upon dobrochure, the program was imple- nationthe check was handed over
mented outof recognitionthat,"the to SUandput itin thebank. Thelaw
traditional admission criteria in school will receive five percent of
some cases are inadequate predic- the interest earnedeach year,about
tors of promise for success in law $50 to $60 thousand.
According to Father Leßoux, the
schooland the practice of law."
The students whoare eligible for
See Donation on page 2
the programare those who historistudent's LSAT score and grade
point average. Students admitted

BROOKE KEMPNER / LEAD STORY fcDITQR

Inabout ofuncharacteristic weather,snow descendeduponSU's campuslast Tuesdaylong enoughfor
students to build snowmen on the libraryand chapellawns.

Time to make sure you're up to
date on your measles vaccinations
JAMILA JOHNSON
Staff Reporter
The recent measles outbreak in
Seattle could affect some Seattle
University students if they don't
take preventions.
"The risk ofcontracting this disease is highest in people living in
groupsettings suchas students living in residence halls on college
campuses," Terri Weiss, Director
ofthe HealthCenter at SU, said.
There are presently nine con-

BROOKE KEMPNER/LEAO STORY EDITOR

Students must swipe their one cards before beingpermittedinto
Campionandßellarmine Halllobbies after hours.ASSUis currently
negotiatingwith RHA to allow more students access to the lobbies.
See story onpage 3.
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meningococcal meningitis is a disease that many students have not
prepared themselves for.
"Thisdiseasehas one ofthe highest mortality rates for preventable
diseases," Weiss explained.
Meningococcalmeningitis is an
illness caused by a bacteria called
meningococcal. On occasion this
germcan infect thebrainand cause
meningitis. This can be very serious,because it can cause bloodpoisoning, blindness and deafness. It
can, in this stage, be fatal.
In preparation for this potential
risk, the Health Center is holding a
Meningococcal Vaccination day on

firmed cases of measles in the Seattle area thathave occurred within
the past month. On average the entire state of Washington receives Feb. 28 in hopes of vaccinating as
aboutfour cases per year. Thus this many students as possible. Anyone
who has not yet received a shotis
outbreak is causing worries.
outbreak
has
to do so.
encouraged
The localmeasles
Seattle,
a
stir
in
but
suggests
created
measles
Weiss
that SU students
is not the only disease that students who waived the (MMR) vaccinashould take precautions against tion should consider going to the
transmitting.
HealthCenter for animmunization.
Weiss feels confident that the If a student still wants to avoid the
measles outbreak will not affect vaccination for religious ormedical
most SUstudentsbecause they were reasons,Weiss sayshe or she should
immunizedforMeasles,Mumps and be wary of runny noses during this
Rubella (MMR) when they were season.
Although this time of year often
young. However, Weiss does feel

comes with the common cold, unvaccinated SU students shouldtake
special notice if they have cold
symptoms. Measles is spread by
infected droplets of bodily fluid
during sneezing or coughing, contaminated objects and direct contact with nasal or throat secretions
of infected persons.
With two of the cases occurring
less than ahalf a milefromcampus
at theNorthwestSchool for the Arts
and Humanities, students may want
tomake sure they werenot at one of

the local businesses that had the
infected individuals.
An infected individual was at
Mad Pizza,located at4021E.Madison St., on Feb. 1 between 8 p.m.
and 9 p.m., and at Capital Hill Library onFeb. 2 between 4:30 p.m.
and 5:30p.m. On Jan. 31 therewere
reported cases ofinfected individuals all evening at Hana Japanese
restaurant, located at 219 Broad-

way E., and the Starbucks, located
at 1600E.Olive Way, between 7:30

and 8:30 p.m. The same Starbucks
at the same times were also said to

See Measles on page 3
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SECURITY RETORT
AUSTINBURTON

They don't need
no water
Tuesday: 2-6-01

Campus Public Safetyresponded
to afire alarmthat wentoff in Pigott
at 5:30 a.m.
CPS found nosmoke or fireupon
their arrival.It is suspectedthateither the alarm malfunctioned or a
red-handed person is on theloose.

It's for my
glaucoma, really

Bomb Squad

The Cell

Staff Reporter

Wednesday: 2-7-01

Thursday: 2-8-01

ACampionTowerele vatorhalted
trapping twopeople inside.
Shortly thereafter,CPSwas called
to rescue the two people locked in
the elevator.
When CPS responded, the individuals were freed from their stale
cell, and elevator maintenance
workers were called to repair the
malfunction.

CPSreceivedamidnightcallfrom
aBellarmineHallRAalerting them
that a stink bomb had been detonated.

CPS found asmall container and
a sulfur-like liquid, inaddition toa
pretty badsmell when theyarrived.
Anyone who wants to claim responsibility for this act of odious
terrorism or just knows something
about it,should notify CPS.

My mind's playin'
tricks on me
Sunday: 2-11-01

Thursday: 2-8-01

CPS staff smelted marijuana
smoke coming from a resident's
room in Campion Tower around
10:30 p.m. When confronted,both
occupants admitted to smoking
marijuana,andturned overfourbuds
andused paraphernalia to CPS.
The incident was forwarded to
the student conduct system.

CPSapproachedasuspiciousman
who was sitting on campus with a
few bottles ofprescription medication. The suspect told CPS that he
was waiting for thepolice who were
searching for him. However, SPD
statedotherwise.Since thepills were
not illegal, and the man was not a
fugitive, a criminal trespass warning was issued.

Donation: unprecedented one million dollars to law school
From page one
$60 thousand was given to support
this summer' s alternativeadmission
program, because no interest has
yet accumulated.

In the wordsof Dean Watt, "do- some larger gifts given.
nationscan makethe make the difNot only does theschool
ference between a programthat is receive gifts from alumni,
good and one that is great."
but also from individuals
SU alsoreceivesmany donations and cooperation's, however, alumni and parents
from alumni and friends.

Both SU andThe SchoolofLaw
According to Sarah Finney, of
receive numerous donations from University Advancement, donaalumni and friendseach year.
tionstoSU'sannual fundandschol"We are constantly communicat- arship fund, account for two pering withalumni and friends in hope cent ofthe school's operatingcosts.
that theirinterest willgrow,and that
Anotherseven percentof the curthey will find it an important pro- rent operatingcosts are generated
gram to sponsor," Watt said.
fromSU's endowments.
Accordingto Watt,about 75 to85
SU does have a programcalled,
percent of allgifts are from alumni. US for SU which employs current
Thesegiftsare usedforvariouspur- SU students to call and ask alumni
poses.Donors may contribute to the and friends ofthe university todoannual fund, whichthe deanuses at nate to the university.

account for roughly 84percent of donors to the an-

nual fund, said Finney.
Finney also said that
thereis a specialcampaign
called CenteredonStudents
whichis trying toraise $20
million for the New Student Center, minority
scholarships and endowed
funds for scholarships, faculty development and aca-

demic programs.
According to Brooke Holiday,
W\s discretion.
Since May of 1999,
One can alsodonate to thebuild- an employeeofUs forSU, theaver- $16.9 million has been
ing and to support the various pro- age donationis anywherebetween raised, and they expect to
grams the schooloffers.
$25 and $500, although there are reach their goal this year.

The $1milliondonation to theSeattleUniversitySchool ofLaw willhelpstudents
who scoredlowon theLS'ATpreparefor the rigors ofearninga law degree.

So Convenient!

Cfun

Lunch!

had the wrong date.The funlunch advertisedin last week's
issue of The Spectatoris Wednesday Feb. 21.
The lunch is a fundraiser for the annual SU trip to Belize.
Students traveling to Belizemust raisethe $960each for the trip. In
Belize, they participate in several community service projects.
Bring $3 and partake in smoothies and other delights!

Calling all Redhawks

Located across the
street from the
S.U. Law School.
We cater to parties and meetings.
Fax or phone in your order.
Phone: (206) 328-2352
Fax: (206) 328-2385
806 12th Aye
Seattle WA 98122

-
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Have you recently been
diagnosed with Type-1Diabetes?

Virginia Mason Research Center is currently looking for individuals to participate in
research studies to determine the effectiveness ofresearch drugs to treat insulin
dependentdiabetes.
You may be elible to participate if you haveben recently diganozed with type-1
Diabetes and are betweeen the ages of 12-40.
Researchers are studying research drugs to determine if they can delay or
prevent the
destructionof insulin producing cells of the panceas.

For additional information,call theDiabetes Clinical Research
Unit at 1-800-888-4187.
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ASSU wants all hall access for more residents
AMANDA WILBER
Staff Reporter
A group of students and faculty
metearly this month to discuss ex-

pus, and weshould be able tobuild
a community. Students need someplace with a socialatmospheretogo

Grooms said it is not possible to
expand access to Xavier Hall. Due
to the hall's remote location on the
far side of campus and its required
24-hour lockdown, it wouldnot be
practical or safe to giveall students
access to Xavier.
InBellarmineand Campion,students get to their rooms in elevators
that require a campus card tooperate. Xavier residents use stairs to
get to their rooms, and do not have
the extra security of the card-controlledelevators.
Although this safety issue does
not apply to Campion and

toCampionandBellarmine lobbies
would cause more wear and tear

than there is already and possibly
increase vandalism.
to at night."
"Safety is most important,"said
Freshman Representative Scan
Durand,
Vice
Shalina Akins, the Bellarmine
O'NeillengagedHank
RHD.
Development
President of Student
in furthernegotiationson theissue.
She feels withmorepeoplebeing
to access the downstairs lobable
"Ifeel likethere's a wallbetween
bies, the students privacy upstairs
Campion people and Bellarmine
won'tbe as secure asit wasbefore.
people," O'Neill said.
"Already guys whodon't live in
were
that
made
arguments
Other
Campion are beingcarded up tomy
Xavier residents don't have access
all-girls floor." Campion thirdfloor
to big renovated lobbies like those
RA,Stacey Kaneta.
Campion and Bellarmine.
"Ifeel giving everyone access to
"I would go to Bellarmine or
Campion to study, but at night I Bellarmine, many people, like the lobby would just increase the
can't get in," one Xavier resident Grooms believe opening up both problem."
Home for people isn't just their
halls is abad idea.
said.
room,
butthe wholehall, saidDawn
Currently,thereis nofund for the
Safetyis alsoa majorconcern for
Melton,
Campion RHD.
students in support of gaining all general upkeep of residence hall
lobbies.
access
Allowing
hall access.
increased
Melton explained that the origi-

panding access to all the dormitory
lobbies tostudents wholive oncampus.
Currently residents of Campion
Hall,Bellarmine Hall, Xavier Hall
andtheMurphy Apartments areonly
permitted access to the building in
which they live.
ASSU approachedLee Grooms,
theInterim Director ofResidential
Living,after receiving many suggestions regarding the subject.
Grooms decided it was a big
enough issue to talk about.He sent
out invitations to ASSU, the Residence Hall Association and other
persons associated withresidential
livingtoattendameeting about the
Themain doors toCampion lock
at 6 p.m., and students going toThe
topic.
membersof
Cave
meeting,
At the
the
have to walk through the
barely-lit
tea garden to get there.
very
vocal about their
ASSU were
AMY BARANSKI
wants.
Students do not need a card to News Editor
"Lobbies should be a general enter through the basement. This
meeting area," Resident Represen- means the building is subsequently
Twoapplicants forthe upcoming
open to non-residentstrying to get ASSU elections appealed their detative
" Carl Bergquist said.
We're required to liveon-cam- into the building.
nial of eligibility at an emergency
council meetingheld last Tuesday.
Applicantsmust be full timestudents at SUand have a cumulative

nalidea behindrenovatingtheCampionand Bellarmine lobbies was to
foster a sense of feeling at home or
to give the residents of each buildingliving rooms. Bymaking those
areas of the residence halls public,
it takes that feeling away.
Steve Sullivan, ASSUVicePresident of Finance, suggested a compromise,byextending the hours of
the Campion lobby to match the
hours of TheCave.
"Safety is the biggest issue here,"
he said.
Melton agreed. She's been worried about the Cave situation for
some time, especially the unlocked
door in the tea garden.
It could be possible to extend the
hours that the Campion lobby is
opento matchthehoursof theCave.

ASSU upholds GPA standard

[Measles; vaccinations

now available on campus

From page one
have an infected individual onFeb.
| The Health Center does not feel

themeasles outbreak is a large risk.
"The people at highest risk arc
those without immunization, who
nave had direct contact with the
infected individual," Weiss said.
'This case was too far removed
rrom the SU campus to pose any
realrisks to the students, staff and
faculty."
Students do not have to worry if
they have had both doses of the
vaccine orhave alreadyhadmeasles.
Ninety-nine percentof thosevaccinated become immune. One of
the cases in the Northgate area was
a child who had been immunized,
but suchanoccurrence is very rare.
Most people receive one vaccine
between the ages of 12 and 15
months, and a second one before
they can enter the sixth grade.

grade point average of 2.5.

Freshman Representative Scan

Farnum.

O'Neill, challenged the election

Farnum asked the council to reconsiderhis eligibility on the basis
of his characterrather thanGPA.
However, the council denied
Famumhis appeal on the basis that
it would not be fair toother students
whoshied from applyingdue to the
set GPA requirement.
The issue, however, remains
open.Famum and O'Neill can still
appeal to the council this coming
Monday. Elections are next

committee's decision to hold a
closed door meeting when reviewing the applicants GPA eligibility.
According to O'Neill, this was
improper procedure
' as it wascontrary to thecounci1 s agreementthat
all meetingsbe made open.
Thecouncil legitimizedthisclaim

The two applicants that werede- by a majority vote.
nied filed two complaints with the
The second motion entertained
by the council was brought up by
If a concerned student observes council.
The first complaint, issued by At-Large Representative, Andy
the followingsymptoms they should
call the King County Health Department at (206) 296-2772.
Symptoms begin one to three
weeksafterexposure toaninfected
person and last one to two weeks.
Symptomsbegin witha runny nose,
watery eyes, coughand high fever.
After two to three days,tiny white
spots appear in the mouth. After
two days a rash will begin on the
face and spreads down the body,
moving to the arms and legs. A
viruscauses thedisease. It becomes
contagious one week before and
one week after the rash begins.
Students canreceivevaccinations
at the Health Center for both Men*
ingococcal Meningitis and MMR.
To schedule an appointment,call
theHealthCenter at(206)296-6300.
Immunizations given from9a.m.to
11a.m. and Ip.m. to 4 p.m.

bl^^^H

INTERNATIONAL INTERNSHIPS
IN BELIZE
Starting Fall Quarter, 2001
Fits a number of majors
Home stay, room and board
10-15 credits
On-site supervision

p

♥Fly

g

♥

p

p

For more information,
contact Dr. Gary Chamberlain, Theology Dept.
296-5322; email: gchamber@seattleu.edu
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS:March 2, 2001

Wednesday.
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across the border!
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Experience the spirit ofa very different 1
culture in the masterworks ofMexican 9

♥Mostly short books, some long ones,

Z

allin English translation
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(o en espafiol, siusted quiere).

■ ENGL 393-01 (05522)/HUMT 393-01
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Editorial
ASSU does the
right thing
At a recent ASSU Elections Committee meeting, a

prospective candidate for next week's elections asked
the committee to make an exception to the ASSU bylaws. Under the current regulations, candidates are
required to have at least a 2.5 cumulative Grade Point
Average. Seattle University's student political leaders
should be academic leaders as well, and the ASSU
bylaws acknowledge this.
Junior Andrew Farnum, the current At-Large Representative,asked the committee to make an exception to
the rulesbased uponhis character,andallow him to run
despite his low GPA.
To their credit, the committee refused to do so. The
rulesshouldbe applied equally to allprospective candidates, with no exceptions made simply because the
individual is well-known by the council. This kind of
favoritism wouldbe unprofessional and unacceptable.
Farnum already knew of the candidate requirements,
and if he wished to be re-elected to council, he should
have fulfilled them,instead of asking for an exception to
be made.
Due to a bureaucratic technicality, theElectionsCommittee will have to reconsider making an exception to
the GPA requirement at a meeting nextMonday. ASSU
did the right thing the first time, and The Spectator
encourages themto uphold theGPA requirement again.

Selling your soul for quick
cashis no laughing matter
Father Peter
Ely,ST

TheSpectatorEditorialBoard consists ofKatie Ching, Amy
Jenniges and Jim Rennie. Signed commentariesreflect the
of the authors and not necessarily those of
Spectator ,ShattleVJnwersyty or its student body.
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For $400, a University of Washingtonstudentsoldhis soul through
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Special to The Spectator

e-Bay. According to a Feb. 9 Seattle Times article, it is against the
company's rules to sell a soul. If a
soul doesn't exist, the reasoning
goes, then pretending to sell it is
dishonest; ifit does exist, selling it
violates company rules against sell—
ingbodilyparts an interesting interpretationofwhat asoul mightbe.

Though e-Bay has prevented at
leastoneothersuch transactionfrom
taking place, this one got through.
Ina bidding competitionthatbegan
at five cents, a young woman from
Des Moines, lowa, bought Adam
Burtle's soul."I was bored,"Burtle
said,"and I
ama geek so Idecided
to sell my soul." Maybe it was a
meaninglessact. I
don't think so.
The metaphor of selling one's
soul has a literary and culturalhistory. Inone way oranother, thesale
usually has to do with exchanging
the element of absolute value in a
—
humanbeing what wecall thesoul
for something we want more of
at the moment. The sale almost alwaysends intragic regretthat comes
from recognizing that we gave up
the most preciousgift we have, for
something infinitely less valuable.
The tragedy is that wecan't get our

—

soul back once we have sold it.
Christopher Marlow's Dr.

Faustus sellshis soul to thedevil in
exchange for worldly wisdom. As
he nearsmidnight on thelast night
ofhis life whenthe devilis going to
carry him off, Faustus, trying to
retardthe momentof truth,cries out
inanguish t6the mythic horses that
draw the sun through its cycle of
night and day, "run slowly,slowly
horses of the night."

Not all versions of the story are
tragic. Bart Simpson, whodoesn't
really believe in souls, sells his to
his friend Milhouse as a bet just
toshowhow silly theideais. Once

—

his soul is "gone," Bart discovers
that he is losing his ability tofeel

and respond. Hecan't even laugh
anymore. His sister Lisa reminds
himof Pablo Neruda'smaxim that
"Laughter is the language of the
soul," He snaps back at her that he
knows Neruda's works well. Finally onenight, with tears of regret,
Bartprays to God for his soul and,
with Lisa's help gets it back. "No
one is born with a soul," says Lisa,
"you have to earnone through suffering, and thoughts and prayers,
like youdidlast night."
In the 1967 movie Bedazzled,
Stanley MoonlovesMargaretSpencer, but can't bring himself to tell
her. Stanley runs into the devil,
whooffers to buy Stanley's soul in

exchange for something Stanley
really wants.Stanley,protestingthat
he doesn'tknow wherehissoul is or
how to get at it, decides to sell it
anyway for seven wishes.His first
wish is to be charming, intelligent
and articulate so that he can woo
Margaret. He wins her affection,
but when he tries to get physically
intimate, she screams. After six
more frustrating wish fulfillments
and attempts to winMargaret'slove,
Stanley asks for his soul back, exclaiming, "I just want to be me."
The devil grants the wish and
Stanley goesback tobeinga tonguetiedshort order cook in love with a
womanwhohas no wayof knowing

This makes me suspect that the
people who sell their souls —might
reallybe lookingtofind them but
lookingin the wrongplaces, in surrogateselves. Souls aremore likely
to be sold when they haven't been
discovered. Peoplethink they want
a self other than the one that they
actuallyare. What theyreally need
is to wakeup to the value of their
own selves.Tobe awakened,a self
needs to be recognizedby another,
in the waythatLisarecognizesBart.
Stanley Moon says he does not
know how to findhis soul, and the
devil adds that most people today
don't use their souls. 'The soul is
like an appendix," he says, "totally
expendable." Adam Burtle, whose
e-Bay transactioninspired this column, includes this disclaimerinhis
advertisement: Please realize, I
make no warranties as to theconditionof thesoul. As ofnow, itis near
mint condition, with only minor
scratches ." Maybeheistrying to
find a way to use it.
We tend to sell our souls,orjust
give them away,bitby bitin daily
choices. We can doit in the waywe
balance, or fail to balance, career
and family life,the way we use our
free timeand the way werespondto
the sufferings each day's newspapers put before us. Every time we
deny the deepest spiritual values
that bring joy to life and prefer the
narrowersatisfaction ofgettingour
own way,doing our own thing and
securing our own interests, we are
selling our souls. The good news
is contrary to the tragic versions
of the story— we can get our souls

..

—

back.
Souls can be undiscovered,buried, lost or sold. They can also be
recognized,restored andreclaimed.
Which it is depends onchoices we
make or don't make. Be slow to
sell.

Father Ely is an associate
professor
that he loves her.It seems he has
of English at Seattle
time,
his
the
first
University.
His e-mail address
found soul for
ely@seattleu.edu.
happy
now
to
himself.
sinceheis
be
is:
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President Bush's choice of Ashcroft for
Attorney General raises some questions

Bush administration has put the
drug up for "reconsideration"
(read, working to get rid of it),
and fired the FDA commissioner
Jane Henney, who got the pill

guidedby a powerlarger than ourselves, whocreates us in His own
image." Does anyone else see
some seriously flawed rhetoric
here (besides the fact that religion
needs tostay out of politics)? How
Spectator
is it that Bush can spout off his
Christian morals in a country that
Mikulski expressed concern over holds people ofall religious backthis, saying it seemed to be adan- grounds? And then believe his
gerous move toward politicizing own words that he is working for
the FDA's activities. But wait a just and equal government for
all Americans?
now, Iam on a tangent.
The realinspirationfor this sudBut let's get right down to a
I
burning
den outburst is that am terrified
issue involving the sepaof what Bush andhis friends, es- ration of church and state: aborpecially the notorious Attorney tion and reproductive rights. Our
General John Ashcroft, are going newly elected president does not
to do to America. Our country believethat womenand theirfamiseemed so recently to be getting lies are resourceful enough to
more representative and enlight- makethis private decisionregardened to the realityIknow and see. ing their ownbodies. His first exThis man and his followers have ecutive order was to deny federal
actively set about, in only their aid to overseas organizations that
first 100 days in office, to undo provide reproductive health sereverything Ihold as a value in vices, including counseling on
government. This list includes, birth control andabortion options.
but is not limited to, reproductive He says that he will work on refreedom for all women,civil rights versing policies such as this put
as a major concern, keeping the into place by his predecessor.
separation ofchurchand state,plus President Clinton, wherefore art
assorted feministandenvironmen- thou?
tal issues.
A few more facts adding to my
First of all,let's look at a line in fire are: Bush opposes any rights
his inauguraladdress. "Iwill work for gay and lesbian families, he
to build a nation of justice and thinks abstinence, not education

stamped and approvedin the first
place. Democratic Sen. Barbara

opportunity and equality. Iknow
this is possible because we are

Kristi

johannsen

Columnist

"The promises of our Declarationof Independence are not just
for the strong, the independent or
the healthy. They are for everyone, including unborn children."
President GeorgeBush,in astatement to a group of pro-choice
demonstrators in Washington
D.C. this January.
Oh, dear. Iam a very mellow
person, but there are certain issues that push my buttons, and
President Bush is already wear-

ing themout. Lately,Ihavebeen
known tobecome so impassioned
about some recent statements and

policies on the part of the Bush
administration as to yell at my
dinner companions in fancy restaurants.
Last quarter,my touchstone is-

sue was the abortion pill, RU486. To give you an update, the

and morebirth control options, is
In response to the idea that an
the way to go for young people attorney generalshould be atleast

Letters to
Tobacco

Industry
Ifeel compelled to respond to
AustinBurton'seditorialpiece that
holds the tobacco industry blameless for tobacco addiction in this
country. Unfortunately,Burton's
mantra of "personal responsibility" blaming smokers for their
tobacco-related illnesses runs
contrary tomore than six decades
of tobacco industry behavior.
The fact is that fewer than 10
percent ofallsmokers start smoking after age 18. Ninety percent
ofthe tobacco industry'snewcustomers become addicted before
theyare legally oldenough to buy
a pack of smokes. The average
smoker starts smoking at age 13.
And that's no accident. Iagree
wholeheartedly withBurton's assertion that it's therare adult who
would willingly take up a habit
known to kill one in three of its
practitioners. The sadfact is that
the tobacco industry knows this
all too well.
—
IwouldencourageMr.Burton
and all Spectatorreaders to familiarize themselves with tobacco
industry marketing practices. In
1998, the tobacco industry spent
$6 billion a year more than $16
million every day onU.S. mar-

—

—

—

——

the Editor
keting. In Washington state, that's
$100 per year for every personunderage18. Tobacco industrydocuments unearthed in recent lawsuits
prove that the industry conducts focus groups withchildren as young
as 12.
ResearchinCalifornia shows that
"in store" tobacco advertising is
more likely to beplaced at orbelow
three feet high the height of an
average pre-schooler than at any
other location in a store. It is also
more likely to beplaced next to the
candy,and shopkeepers report that
the tobaccoindustry providesfinancial incentives, known as slotting
fees, for this placement. Thecloser
the store is to an ELEMENTARY
school, the stronger these connec-

— —

avoiding pregnancy (has this man somewhat impartial politically,
everbeen toapublic high school?); our own Sen. Patty Murray reand gun control is not even an cently had a goodpoint published
issue.
in the Seattle Post-Intelligencer.
Ashcroft, our brand new attor- She said, "Ashcroft has not conney general, is a scary, scary vinced me that hehas changedhis
—
man compared to him, Janet viewpoints heholdsadamantly on
Reno is anangel. Don'tbe fooled a woman's right to choose, and
by his shining smile and grandfa- civil rights."
therly looks. According to this
So what happens now? My
leader, "America has no king but friends and family were always
joking during the election about
Jesus." Whaj?
It is only now actually
going
"Dubya."
The story
around about
havinghimself anointed with oil hitting home that this administra(a la the biblical King David) be- tion could change things that are
fore he accepted his election as a important to me, and manypeople
—
senator true. For this easy go- around me.
Icannot just ignore him, as alingguy,abortionshouldbe illegal
in all cases, including rape and most every day, when Ihear the
incest. He says he is "pro-chari- latestnews,angerrisesup in me at
table choice," and anti-woman, some measure he has taken. Peranti-gay, anti-affirmative action, haps this worry is good, and can
anti-civil rights laws and he is be put to use in being politically
against environmental protection active. Yet with my weekly schedand anti-trust laws. He is a radi- ule? Idon't think so. Right now
cal, right-wing political fiend. Iam just fuming and frustrated
Every single female democratic withBush and the advisorshe has
senator, including Washington selected. Ido love this country.
SenatorsMaria Cantwell and Patty Yet Ialso think thatifthis getsany
Murray, voted against Ashcroft. worse,Imay become an expatriFrom California Diane Feinstein: ate for a little while to keep my
"Ashcrofthas spenta career fight- sanity in check.
ing against a woman's right to
choose. He obstructed the nominations of several womenandmi- Kristi Johansen is a senior
majoring in English. Her e-mail
nority candidates to the bench."

face of a $6 billion marketing
campaign? Burton's rush to exonerate Joe Camel and the
Marlboro Man belies the
industry's own record: Hit hard
and hook 'em early. The facts
speak for themselves. Ihope the
truth will encourageMr.Burton
to reconsider his stance.
Amy Kate Bailey

AssistantDirector
SUPublic Relations
TheSpectatorwelcomes Letters to theEditor.

Lettersshouldbe typedand
submitted no later than the
Monday before publication.
Allletters mustinclude the
tions become.
author's name and daytime
Mr.Burton's assertionthatceleb- phone number for verificarity tobacco use, "made smoking tion purposes.
and chewing seemcool and sexy,"
Letters may be submitted
is also right on the money. And in person at The Spectator ofguess which industry pays televi- fices in the lower SUB, or
sion and film producers to include mailed
on-screentobacco use? It's certainly
not the American Heart Associa- The Spectator
tion. .
900 Broadway Seattle, WA
Yes, smokers share theblamefor 98122
continuing to smoke. But have you
evertriedtokick an addictionin the
spectator@seattleu.edu

address
kristiuk ©hotmail. com.

is

Cupid's
Advice
Cupid
Spectator Columnist
Q: Dear Cupid— This is my
2 1st year on Valentine's Day without a boyfriend, although most of
my friends are guys.I
neverseem to
find the right match: someone who
will appreciate my various talents
and who willbesincere.I
am trying
hard not to just wait and wish
Mr.Right will appear. Any Ideas?
— Single,Sexy &Sweet
Al Well this may not be a
news flash to some people, but let
me say that SU is not exactlya hotbed of dating activity. Idon't understand why,maybeit's theCatholic guilt,buteven Cupidhad trouble

.

"
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gettinga datearound here
So my suggestion to you,SSS, is
toget out of your dorm, offcampus,

and meet some new people! Sure,
withan off-campusdate,you won't
be able to talk smack about that
physics professor you both hate,
to pay.
but it's a small price
'
Ifyoujustjust can t tearyourselfa way
from your floor lounge, or you've
trieddatingoff-campus already,try
hookingit up withone of yourmany
guy-friends. It's pretty much
guaranteedthat at leastone ofthem
has been or will be interested in
dating you.
If all this fails, visit Babes in
Toylandand get on with life!
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Redhawk men get feathers plucked
season, seniorJeffNelson,washeld

strength and size inside to secure a
toeight pointsonthree-of- 13 shoot- 83-51 victory over the Redhawks,
ing.
SPU's fifth straight win.
Staff Reporter
Western Washington shot55 perSeniorforward JohnHubbardled
cent from the floor and connected SPU with 21 points, missing just
Western Washington
Six Vikings scored in double fig- on 46 percent of their three-point one ofhis sevenfieldgoal attempts.
ures as Western Washington Uni- tries.
The third frontcourt starter, 6"Over the courseofthe season, at foot-10 center Eric Sandrin, finversity (10-2, 18-3) rolled past the
Redhawks (3-11,6-17) in a 101-41 times, youplayteams whoyoudon't ished with 11 points.
match up with well," said
Even Jesse Keely, a 6-foot-7 revictory.
serve forward, came off the bench
JacobStevensonled the waywith Redhawks' coach DaveCox.
"Wedon'tmatchup with[WWU] to record 10 points and five re17 points for WWU.
very
The other double-figure scorers
well.Ithink weplayed scared. bounds.

AUSTINBURTON

with nine points.

After trailingby 13

at

the half, the Redhawks

wereunable torally. SPU
opened the second half
with a 25-5 run,and were
upby 34points with6:35
to play.
SU got evenmore bad

news after the game,
whenit wasrevealed that

Crespinel had suffered
from whiplash and may

"They're more athletic than us," be out for the rest of the
for WWU were A.J. Giesa (15). Iwas disappointedbecauseIreally
thought
going
Nehemiah
we
were
to
be
comCox
said. "We had to try and find season.
(14),
Jason Burrell
Losing twogamesby a
ways to make up for that."
Campbell (12),SheltonDiggs (12) petitive."
whoare
Vikings,
hampered
by
Mike
Palm
The
ranked
20th
SU
was
also
the
total
of 92 points would
(11).
and
After gaining a 40-18 lead in the in the nation and second on the loss of Nick Cresipnel, the sopho- seem to demoralize a
firsthalf,the Vikingsnever relented WestCoast inDivision 1-AA,have more forward whois the team's top team more than losing a
in the second, outscoring Seattle scored over100 points forthe three rebounder and second-leading close game,butCox said
University 61-23.
straight times, with SU serving as scorer.
that a loss is a loss.
"Itakeeverylosspretty
Crespinelleftthe game withthree
Giesafinished with sixrebounds, the second victim in that string.
six assists and three steals, while
The Redhawks,ontheother hand, minutes to go in the first half after hard," Cox said. "It
Palm added nine rebounds.
lost their third straight game head- an apparent neck injury, anddidn't doesn't matter whether
weloseby two orby 60."
Junior guardSteveRoberts scored ing into a homedate witharch-rival return.
just 10pointsto leadthe Redhawks, Seattle Pacific University.
Nelson shoulderedthe burden on
The Seattle Pacific
SeattlePacific University
offense withCrespinel out, leading game was the team'slast
who made only 22 percent of their
Liz rankos / PhotoEditor
The Seattle Pacific University the team with 19 points. Sopho- home game of the seafield goals in the contest.
Sophomore Edward Mclaughlin (52)goesfor
Theteam's leadingscorer for the Falcons (10-3, 17-4) used their moreguardDylan Leptich finished son.
lay-up.

the

Women's basketball continues losing streak
Carl bergquist
Staff Reporter
HumboldtState University

down the Redhawks' comeback
with a 19-10run heading intohalftime, which proved to be more than
SU couldproduce in the half.
SUheadedintothe locker rooms
down 33-18.
The Redhawks came outafter the
break and were able to keep the
game relatively close, but were
never able to get a strongpush and
ended up with the loss.
The gamedidproducesome good
performances from Rachel Asante
who scored 12 points.

The Seattle University women's
basketball team struggled again as
theylosttoHumboldtStateUniversity 69-43.
Thestoryofthis gamewas familiar, as theRedhawk women started
off slowly.HSU opened the game
witha 12-2 run, but SU was able to
pull back to withinsix points midway through the first half.
Sophomore Courtney Tinsley
The Lumberjacks quickly shut came offthe bench,showing life for
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SU with eight points and nine rebounds, while freshman Deanna
Cordova proved to be a menaceon
the boards as she pulled in 11 rebounds, seven of them coming on
the offensive glass.
Where SU got hurt was the lack
of shooting, which saw it's first
eightshots ofthedayrimoff, which
set the tone forthe rest ofthe game.
"We weren't executing, we
weren't running plays like we
should," Tinsley said, summingup
the Redhawk's troubles.

is favored for thefirst time this year
as they prepare to take on Western

New Mexico University tonight at
7 p.m. in the Connolly Center.
SU focuses toward capturingan- more Rachel Asante, hopes to reother victory against WNM in a peat as the dominant inside force
rematch of the extended division that led them to their last victory
rivals, only this timethe game will against the small inside post of

be fought on SU ground with the WNM.
help of boisterous SU fans.The
SU will have to watch out for
women hope todraw a large crowd quadruple teaming on the inside,
as theydid fortheir lasthome game. but SU can then take advantage of
The Redhawks plan to take ad- theirlethal outsidegamebypassing
vantage of a demoralized WNM to wide open shooters of junior
team that was demolished by WestJessie DeLauneyand senior Anna
'
TheSUwomen s basketbalIteam ern WashingtonUniversityrecently. Kloeck.
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Experience the World
During Spring Quarter 2001
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Dr. Kan Liang

Faizi Ghodsi

HIST 393-02/ HUMT 380-O2
MWF 9:45-11:10 a.m.

HIST 393-05/ HUMT 380-0 1
MW 3:25-5:30 p.m.

Dr. Tom Taylor and
Dr. Michael Matriotti

Dr. Marc McLeod

a

HIST 39303/HUMT 380-04
MWP y:45-l 1:10 a.m.

"Since we got a win from them
last time,psychologically we have
an edge over them," Tinsley said.
Tinsley, with the helpof sopho-

Come to an informational meeting in the
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hist 393-04/humt 380-03
TTH 1:15-3:20 p.m.
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tonight, Thursday, Feb.
15 at 5.30 p.m
-Meetthe coach

—Learn about the team

Spring Break

|
■■
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Seattle Fitness: Eating out or eating healthy?
Good tipsfor keeping your diet and yourfavorites
—
Portionsize is key!
don't skip itall together it's
Shanti
The easiest way is to use
a greatsourceofbothcalcium
DON'T
your hand as your measuring
Hahler
and protein.
tool. Your fist equals one cup
MISS IT!
Health and Fitness
If you must have a baked or one serving of fruit; your
Columnist

palm equals one serving of
meat, fish or poultry and your
fingertip, (the topthirdof your
ter.
finger) is equivalent to one
teaspoon, the recommended
amount of butter or half the
recommended serving of
DRESSING
IS
DROWNING
IN
IF THE SALAD
salad dressing; your thumb
equals one ounce or the servAND GRATED CHEESE, YOU'VE MADE A
ing size recommended for
HEALTHY SIDE DISH INTO A DELECTABLE cheese.

Here's thescenario: You're
sitting at your favorite restaurant, and are ready to dig into
your meal.
Your plate holds a baked
potato, a piece of marinated
grilled chicken and some
veggies.
On the side, you have ordered a salad and a coke.
Sounds fairly healthy,right9
Well, it has potential to be
both an artery-clogging food
fest and a nutritious,vitamin
packed power plate.
What makesthe difference9
For starters, if the baked
potato is covered in butter
sour cream and bacon bits, i
easily holds a day's worth of
fat grams.
Andifthesaladis drowning
in dressingandgrated cheese,
you've made a healthy side
dish into a delectable disas-

potato with all the fixings,
ask for them on the side so
you can control the portions.
A good rule of thumb: "A

DISASTER.
Butnever fear, there are lots little dab '11 do ya."
of simple ways to escape the
fat trap wheneating out.Some
Soda is okay to drink,but

suggestions:

Ask for salad dressing on
the side, and then dip your
fork into it before spearing a
mouthful oflettuce.
You'll never eat too much
dressing this way, and you
may be surprised at howlittle
youreally need.
Go easy on the cheese, but

Most of all,enjoy your food.
Chew slowly, and use all
your senses: taste, see, smell

and feelthe food.
This will make you eat
slower so your body has a
moderation is key.
It'sbeenrumored that there chance tofeelfullfaster while
is up to 10 teaspoons of sugar allowing you to really enjoy
in each can,so try to alternate every bite.
between a glass of sodaand a
glass of good-old water.
Shanti Hahler is a senior
This will lower the amount majoring in journalism. Her eof sugarand caffeine youcon- mailis readytoflyl9@aol.com
sume while getting more of
your daily H2O.

Seattle
University's
Health & Wellness
Fair will be next
Wednesday, Feb.
21 from 10 a.m. to
2 p.m. in the Pigott
Atrium.
A few of the things
that will be offered,
thanks to the Student
Health and Activities
Committee (SHAC),
include free massages, fitness demos
and lots of other fun,
healthy stuff.

Adventure-Based Leadership Classes
Open to all SU Juniors and Seniors

|

MGMT 471-02
II
j j Professor Bill Weis

MGMT 471-01

! Professor Greg Prussia

I 1:15 - 5:15 PM (Wednesdays)
I May 2, 9, 16, 23, 30

;

! Class Retreat: 2PM May 11 through SPM May 13

;

*10-hour class service project before May 30

BSJLVA
j\PvVi%Lj£*

j j April 19, 26, May 3, 10, 24
j j Class* Retreat: 2PM May 4 through SPM May 6
j

j

10-hour class service project before May 24

AdditionalFee of $275 for lodging, food, materials,
equipment and facilitation at the retreat center.
?

(Yd(

| 4:00 - 8:00 PM (Thursdays)

Yd
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Before you register for Mgmt. 471, leave an envelope
(addressed to Bill Weis) with your check enclosed at
the front desk of the Albers School.
Write tne class section number (01 or 02) on the face
of your check.
Please make checks payable to:

"Outdoor Learning Center"
For furtherinformation contact: qprussia(s)seattleu edu

"
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On

On Campus:

Guard,

Cheryl farrish

StaffReporter
BROOKE KEMPNER
Lead Story Editor
a Sunday evening last
spring,MeganBoergerwas
studying for her nursing

On

final in the Law School.

Boerger, a senior nursing

major, glanced out the windowand noticed
that it was becoming dusk and decided to
headhomebeforeit gotdark. She packedup
her things andheaded toward her car parked
on 12th Aye. across from the Texacostation.
As she gotintothedriver's sideofher car, she
wasgrabbed frombehind,her arms pinned at
her back. She tried to scream, but that common nightmare came true, no sound came
out. Another man approached her fromthe
font, beating and slashing her face. She
closed her eyes, and when she opened them
again, she was bent over her steering wheel,
bleeding, her assailants weregone.
Stories like Boerger's happen very infrequently on SU's campus,butbecauseit's an
urban setting, there's always potential for
them to take place. SeattleUniversityis situatedinare\ative\yhigh-crimeneighborhood,
but thereis not muchcrime on campus.Most
of the crimes occur on the outskirts of campus, in areas where the distinction between
public and private landis unclear, like 12th
Aye. andthe otherstreets that surround campus.
Boegerwas attacked in oneof thoseareas.
Herfriends went to the Bellarmine RAs to try
to find witnesses, but the location of the
assault waslikely blockedby trees,making it
unlikely that anyone in the dorms saw the

dence about going out.
"I feel safe on campus, but certainly not
like I
used to," Boerger said.
According to Officer Michael Yasutake, a
Crime Prevention Coordinator for the East
Precinct, assaultssuch as thisareuncommon.
"Random attacks by strangers are rare,"
explained Yasutake."Assaults usually occur
betweenpeople whoknow each otherorhave
some kind of association."
Despite their rarity, personal attacks are
still a major concern for students. In particular, there are certain areas on campus that
students tend to categorize as beingunsafe.
"I oftenavoid going to the library because
Idon't feel secure there," explained sophomore Stephanie Stine.
"Icould be victimized so easily on the top
floors, and noone would evernotice."
Althoughseveralstudents have voiced this
same concern regarding the upper floors of
the library, recent campus crime statistics
show that there are relatively,few reported
crimes committed there. According toMike
Sletten,Manager ofPublicSafety andTransportation at SU, most ofcalls concerning the
library involve petty theft. However, campus
security does respond to two or three calls a
year regardinglewdor sexuallyexplicitconduct.
Another safety concern addressed by students is the apparent disregard of the small
alleyway between Campion Tower and
Yasuko's Teriyaki.
Earlier this year, it was discovered that
many student residents were throwing trash
out of their windows onto the grassy hill
below.The accumulationofgarbage attracted
a fairnumberof vagrants and trespasserswho
often used the ill-lit and densely shrouded
area for illegal purposes.
In aneffort toeliminate thisillegal activity,
students were warned about throwing debris

ing," Sletten explained. "It has also
decreased restroom-typeactivitiesand
preventedpeople from breakinginto
and vandalizing the lower levels of
Campion Tower."
Although there are several areas

where the university could improve, a
number of steps have already been
taken toensurethatthecampus issafe.
"The university has tried to design
newerbuildings so that the entry and
exit ways are easily observable,"
Sletten noted. "We also try to limit
night classes to just a few buildings so
thatthere willalwaysbe a fair number

attack.
of people around."
After the attack,Boergermanaged todrive
SUhas also placedroughly 50 emergency
herself toSwedish, where she found out that out their windows,and anew eight-foot fence telephones at strategic locations throughout
shehad 26 lacerations on her face and frac- was erected around the west perimeter of campus. The Department of Public Safety
tured bones. With the help of friends and Campion Tower.
estimates that the average response time is
family, she has been able to regain confi'This has helped with non-campus dump- between3-4 minutes.

Ways to Fight Back
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KNEE TOGROIN:

Bers mto a t'gnt ball and rest your thumb

Clasp your hands behindthe attacker's
neck. Using their weight and height as
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back aiming foryour attacker's knee with Em*'

c) Scrape down the attacker's shin, then stomp on the
center of their foot. Keep your upper arm at your sideand
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building,and alsoallowsSafety & Security
who is comingand going.

to monitor
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kneek,ck A

a)Make a fist while bringing your armup at a9O degree
angleand raise your leg, bendingit at the knee.Flex your
foot and point your toes upward.

y^

In addition, all on-campus housing facilities utilizecontrolled-access cardentries.This
prevents non-residents from entering the

across your first two knuckles.Press on your fingers

-

leveraBe slam y° ur knee into their sroin
Strike
the legs, not in front of the

Tt T

punch will be.
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with your thumb, increasing the density of your fist. Aim
c
part your pointer an m
ger
knuckles keepmg your wnst straight and your arm
flexed.The tighter youroll your fingers,the harder your
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students and CPS preventing crime at Seattle

"Irecommend that everyone take a self- to keep her distanceand get to anarea where
defense course," Boerger said. She doesn't thereare people. The lactic kept her safe last
believe that self-defense would have helped quarterwhen she was followedbya man.The
very much inher situation,but she feels they man tailed her fromMadison Aye. ontocamare valuable.
pus. She noticed him almost immediately
"I've taken self-defense courses before, and walked faster, keepingtrack of wherehe
but the thing is,if you don't practice it, you was, until she reached Campion. The man
turned around as soon as she entered the
lose the skill," Boerger said.
Yasutake also recommends that people building.
evaluate their lifestyles to see if there are any
tudents have a variety of resmallchanges that can bemade in the way of
* sources to help
them if they
safety. For example,he recommends that
tennis
shoes
instead
are
assaulted.
In
addition to
platwomen wear
of
Campus
forms or high heels because this makes an
i
Safety
the
and Seen
rity
and
theSeattlePoliceDeemergencyescape more feasible. Also, stur~» .r
dents should avoid burdening themselves partment, students can seek help at Campus
Ministry and Campus Resources forVictims
down withloads of books or groceries.
"Crime is allaboutopportunity," Yasutake of Crime.
"I regretnow not utilizingmy resourceson
said."Yourbest defense is to make yourself
an unsuitable target and be aware of where campus,"'Boerger said.
Boerger used both Campus Security and
you are."
The Department of Public Safety remains Campus Ministry after her assault, but after
optimistic about safety on campus.
becoming frustrated with the Seattle Police
"Overall,crimes reportedon campushave Department'sinvestigation,she stoppedconbeen draPP'ng approximately five to eight tact with these resources.
think that that Point J wasso Pissed
Percent for the Past year and a half'" Sletten
saidwith the Seattle Police Department's hanDespite this fact, he still recommends that dlingof my case that Ijust didn't wanttodeal
students remain cautious and try as often as with it anymore,"Boerger said.
possible to travelinpairs. Also,forthosewho
"The SPD spent aboutfive minuteslookdon'thaveany friends available,the Depart- ing at my car, and took no prints," Boerger
mentofPublic Safety offers escorts who will said.
"They closed the case and told me it was
accompany students to any location within
two blocks ofcampus.
because they didn't have enough to go on."
She found Campus Safety, on the other
"Although there are many resources and

U^.

"'

Clockwise from top left: Senior Tina Neogiguards herselfat aHomeAlive selfdefensecourse; SeniorKate Gubicza practicesa punch; An SUemergencylight
glows in the night.
photos courtesy Tina neogi & Kate Gubicza
bottom photoby lizrankos, photo editor

Aninterestingpatternin thecampuscrime ior because generally speaking, criminals
statistics is that fear of crime on campus far don't start trouble when they feel like they're
outweighs actual crimerates. In January of being watched.
this yearalone, there werenearly threetimes
improve
as many calls from university members re"^■T "y hile
porting"suspiciousbehavior" thanthere were
m ments in campus security certainly inactualcitations forallcriminaloffensescombined. The watchful attitude of many SU
crease
personal
community members may contribute to the
T
safety,
T
students
campus' low crime rates.
shouldn'trelysolelyon them.Students should
"The fact that students are aware of what's take precautions themselves to decrease
going onmeans that there are extra eyes on chances of havingsafety problems.
campus," Yasutake noted.
Manylocalorganizations, includingHome
"This tends to discourage criminalbehav- AliveandQ-Patrol.offerself-defensecourses.
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"Safety andSecurity did waymore forme
than SPD ever did," Boerger said. "I was
really impressed and grateful to them."

key to keeping safe. Sophomore Campion
Foralongtimeafterbeingattacked,Boerger
RA, Patricia Sierra-Mauriz, is always aware didn't want to leave her home,
ofpeople aroundher.She uses the sunandthe
Nearly a year after the incident, Boerger
city by watching reflections in windows to now goes out alone in the day,althoughshe
keep onher toes.
doesn't venture out alone at night,
"I look at shadows, and Ilisten to the
"Irealized they [herattackers] were doing
me,"
sounds around
Sierra-Maurizsaid.
more damage to me beyond the attack, andI
suspicious,
If shenotices anyone
she tries didn't want to give in to that," Boeger said.

, „
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Counseling Center:
McGoIdrick Building
296-6090

|1|t

Wismer Women's Center:
Loyola 106
296-2144

er|||t

Safety and Security
296-5991

Community Resources for Wlctlms of Crime
Harborview Medical Center:
Center for Sexual Assault &
Traumatic Stress
521-1800
1401 E Jefferson Street, 4th Floor

2)I
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hand, extremely helpful,
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Home Alive

services out there," Yasutake said,"personal
safety is ultimatelythe responsibilityof private citizens."
Remaining aware of your surroundings is

1^
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y

IMAGESAND TEXT COURTESY WWW.HOMEALIVE.ORG

|

King County Prosecuting
Attorney:
Victim Assistance Unit

296-9552

SeattlePolice Department:
Crime Survivor Services
684-7777
710 2nd Avenue Room 820

516 3rd Avenue
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JAMILA JOHNSON
StaffReporter
Picture a dusty bar filled with
wboys,anIndianand twoscantly
dressed whores in red, with their
breasts pushed up as high as they
will go. A card game goes wrong
and guns are drawn; a bar brawl
breaks out. It sounds like an old
western,butdid Billy theKidreally
speak in iambic pentameter?
Seattle Shakespeare Company
(SSC) is currently presenting The
Merchant of Venice, performed
where else but Venice, California

t

Italy and Venice, California. Regardlessof wherethis playhadbeen
set, Shylock wasa hit.Klein played
on the standard anti-Semitic lines,
butdelivered everything witha feeling of truthrather than mockery.
Another shining star in this production was actor KevinMesheras

fromKellyKitchens (Nerissa),Olga
Sanchez(Portia)and ReginaldJackson(Gratiano).Theyseemed tohold
their cool during the openingnight
performance witha truegrace.During the second act, Sanchez saved
the scene byreactingappropriately
to a slight wardrobe mishap.

to openingnight.

Muchof thedirecting wasindeed
breathtaking. "What Ienjoy about
Shakespeare is playing with the
words,findinginterestingnuances,
and not taking everything at face
value," Mitri said.He found many
cleverplaysonShakespeare's words

during the days of the Wild West.
Theco-founder of SSC, Paul T.
Mitri, directed this innovativeproduction with a different concept in
his mindofhow it should bedone.
"Myunderstanding of the play is
in terms of seeingbeyondthe outer
self and to the real person within,"
explainedMitri.
is partially why Ichose the
Id West; it's a worldto me where
ere is rampantracism, whereanyle who is different is bad, but
imewhat tolerated outwardly."
Similar to most modernized adaptations of Shakespeare's plays,

t'This

WEST
boysbeing some of the worstactors
this side of the Mississippi. lambic
pentameterspokenwithaWildWest
twang tended to distract from the
plot.Thecowboysseemed fakeand
unconvincing. At several points
Billy the Kidand Shakespeare were
rollingover in their graves.
The Mexican Senoritas on the
otherhand were brilliant withiambic pentameter.Theoccasional line
inSpanishadded character,andeven
thecowboysseemed morereal when
they were in the presence of the
uplifting Spanish accent.
Thepainting onsomeof the scenery wasrather raw andbroughtback
memories of high school performances. The rotating flats always
seemed to have one side that was
quite superior to its opposite side.
However, the use of a video screen
was quite pleasing. The screen appeared several times in the play,
and at the endit ran the credits and
the amusingout-takes.
All and all this play was rather
first-rate for what it was.It was a
comedy, and it was undeniably
Shakespeare.It held adifferent look
at a well-knownplay,and proved at
most points tohold very well to the

written intentions. The cowboy
there were parts that were breathtwang is distracting; however, in
taking and others that are rather
many scenes,this distraction added
ghastly. However, productions of
to the show.
The Merchant of Venice are often
Theperformance studiois on the
judgedon the performance of Shyphoto COURTESY OF SEATTLE SHAKESPEARECOMPANY /CAROL ROSCOE
lock. Most critics will be happy to Portia (OlgaSanchez)
lower
floor of the Center House at
andBassanio (Paul Morgan Stetler) in a cowboy version o/TheMerchant of Venice. Seattle Center. Performances take
know that Shylock'slines werenot
given a Jewish Western twang.
LancelotGobbo.This wasMesher' s
Kitchens and Jackson hardly to show actions and interactions placeThursday andSaturday at7:30
"Ifyouprickus, do wenotbleed?" debut at SSC and,by the applause skipped a beatthrough theirperfor- thatseemedfresh.
p.m.and at 2 p.m.on Sunday with
came out as" poignant as everand thatleaptthrough the audience,this mances. They were charming and
The saying,"Nothinggood ever an after-show discussion.The play
avoidedthe Yee-haw!"with which will probably not be his last show filled with life.These three did not came out of California," comes to will run until Mar. 14, and tickets
many other lines were plagued. with the company. Although his seem affected by first nightjitters. mind throughout this play. With run $18- $22 for adults, and $10DavidS. Klein, who has been act- character was the typical
The rest of the cast did not hold duallocationsin Venice,California $l2 for students and seniors. For
ing in Seattle for 15 years, played Shakespearean fool, a light shown up as well. There were several line and Mexico,itis safe tosay that the tickets call the ticket window at
follies and scene change lags, but Mexican scenes tended tobebetter. (206) 325-6500 or SSC box office
Shylock so that the audiencecould in his agility and idiocy.
not seea difference between Venice,
Othernotable performancescame allof these things can be attributed This was partially due to the cow- at(206) 733-8222.
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BlueMoon falls flatly into stereotypes
JEFF DORION

Mayer), Savaglio's endearing hyperactivity injects some muchneeded energy into the storyline.
Unfortunately. Savaglio deserves
a better player to spar with than
McCabe, and any traces of chemistry between the coupleare missing.
Strangely enough,the play hints
that Jason may be an unbalanced
stalker, since he had secretly followed Eric around for an entire

Features Editor

there's one genrethat falls flat
its face most often, it's the gay
romantic comedy. Whether it's a
book or play, the gay rontic comedy usually relies on
ap jokes and bad stereotypes to
pander to its audience.

ff
fvie,

The Blue Moon Chronicles, a
three-part theatrical seriesnow playing at the Northwest Actors Studio,
is no exception.
Written and directed by Jeffrey

Kagan-McCann,Chronicles tries to
be a light-hearted portrayal of an
everyday gay couple, but falls flat
on its face, cliche after cliche, stereotypeafter stereotype.
The premise is promising. The
first play in the series, Once in a
BlueMoon,introducesEric, adown-

on-his-luck Connecticut lawyerwho
has just broken up with his boyfriend of three years.
Hetakesatrip toCape Cod,where

Jason, a hilarious housepainter,
promptly hits onhim.Eric is at first
cold to Jason's advances, but he
eventually caves in to Jason's aggressive romanticism.
The following plays, My Gay
Son's WeddingandGoodnight,Blue
Moon, trackEric and Jason'sinevi-

summer, but that random tidbitis

droppedquickly.
Jason alsoreveals hehad a fling
with Eric's ex, but this isn't explained at all and simply creates
confusion on the part of the audience.

A strange phychiatrist motif is
also dropped out of sight early in
the play. As the playopens, wesee
Eric talking to an invisible shrink,
butabouta thirdof the way through
the play, this conversation disappears,and thewholeidea becomes,
PhotoCourtesy of northwest actor's studio yet again,pointless.
Jason (Ethan Savaglio)andVanessa(Beverly Ann Thompson) are two ofthe most interesting characters in the
Perhaps theremaining twoplays

play.

uses far too many comedy cliches.

Thereis the mother whonever gets
a name right, no matter how many
times sheis reminded. There is the
gay guy who's boyfriend dumped
table commitment ceremony and him for agirl. Thereis the mysteriattempts to start a family.
ous messenger dressedin a gorilla
—
—
But if last Friday's staging of suit that surprise turnsout tobe
Once in a Blue Moon is indicative our hero.Thelist goes on.
of the other two plays, The Blue
Another largeproblemisthe cast-

Beverly Ann Thompsonhandles
her token stereotype,the sassy best
friend, wonderfully. AsEric's nextdoorneighbor Vanessa,Thompson
is relegated to wandering around
holding a pint ofice cream. However, her larger-than-life characterizationgaveher theaudience'sbig-

willprove to be a little more crelaughs, and saved her from ative. Thankfully, Overstreet, Thcrashing in a pretty much thankless ompson and Savaglio will all be
returningwhen theremainingplays
role.
Though notexactly a supporting premiere over the next two weeks.
character, Ethan Savaglio's Jason However,it's going to take a draalso makes a strong impression. maticrise inscript quality toescape
After the first strained scenes with from the mediocrity of Once in a
gest

Ericandex-boyfriendConnor (Eric

Blue Moon.

MoonChroniclesis going to be one ing of Michael McCabe as Eric.
problematic six-hour theatrical ex- McCabe seemsa little too old to be
perience.
playing the young lawyerthe script
problem
Themain
ofBlue Moon calls for — he looks almost his
is the script's utter triteness. Boy mother's age.

boy, boy dates boy...and
that's aboutit.
romantic stage comedies,
Terrence McNally's Frankie
andJohnny in the Claire de Lune,
balance both lightheartedtone and
character andrelationshipdevelop-

Kudos to McCabe for almost
memorizing six hours of dialogue,
though his delivery seemsa bit too

ment.

above the character's yenta stereotype and injects graceful professionalismintoallofher scenes.It's
almost depressing to see such a pro
stuck in such a sloppyplay.

meets

rther

Moon, however, feels like

ftlue
extended drama class
characters

exercise,

endlessly coupling
that
tradesilly one-liners. Thescript also

wooden.

BlueMoon's biggest strength is
itsstrongsupportingcast. AsEric's

mother Sylvia, Pat Overstreet rises
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Frye Art Museum exhibits famous Woman printmakers

ERIN ROBINSON

as well. The woodcutting in the
exhibit was myfavorite,ithad such
amazingdetail for thekindofmaterial the artist had to use. Woodcuts
must be carved with a sharp tool
into a slab of wood. It must have
taken a long time to achieve such
beautiful and perfect prints. The
exhibit wasalmostall done inblack,
whiteand grayexceptfortwo-color
wood cuts, which did not impress
me much. But Iloved the great
variety ofimages Theyrangedfrom
architecture toportraits tofarmland

Photo Editor
When one enters the Frye Art
Museum ona sunny day as 1 didlast
Sunday, the first thing that catches
one's eye is the light and the way it
reflectsoff the water that surrounds
partof themuseum. Reminiscentof
the Chapel of St. Ignatius, the museum displays those pretty lights
and waterreflections onits ceilings
as wellas lots of art.Frye's exhibit
is "CelebratingWomen in the Arts,"
and in honor of this celebration it
has a newcollection of art pieces in
its galleries along with a special
highlight on Violet Oakley, a

.

and landscape,withmanyindividual

beauties in between.
The small room dedicated to
Oakley, the second new exhibit at
the Frye,unfortunately did not impress me at all, art-wise at least.
Oakley though, is an impressive
figure; her life was unlike most
women'slives during the late Victorian era. According to the
museum'ssummary of her history,
she wasa very independent woman

womanartistand illustrator.
The first new selection of art,
Etched in Memory, is made up of
women printmakers' works from

thecollectionof GladysEngelLang
and Kurt Lang. The husband and
wife duo are both University of
Washington employedsociologists
whohave made etching and other
similar typesof art their specialization.
According to the summary providedby the museum, the professors' work on this subject began
when they noticedthat womenpaint-

ers and etchers of the mid-to-late
nineteenthand early twentiethcenturies names and works were basically disappearing from art discussions and the whole art world. The
sociologistsbeganasearchinto why
this was occurring by researching

whowas in artschool inNew York,

Pennsylvania andParis whileother
womenwerestuck inthehome. Her
work wasin popular magazines at
PHOTO COURTESY FRYE ART MUSEUM /COLLECTIONOFGLADYS ENGEL LANGAND KURT LANG
the time, and her murals are still
Siesta, by Wanda Gag (1893-1946); lithograph.
present on thewalls of the Pennsylthe gender disparity betweenBrit- people decide on the answer to the engraving.Etching work is incred- vania State Capitol building and a
ish and American women in rela- major questionthe Langs posed in ibly detailed with many straight church in New York City. She
tionto thesurvivalofearly womens' their book. The Langs asked their lines. The background is often sounds reallyinterestingand differart. Their findings were preserved readers to decide whether these shaded and seems gray, like anex- ent, but Ithink the smallness of
in their book, Etched inMemory: women deserved to be forgotten. It posedpieceofphotographicpaper's Frye's selectionofher workdiminThe Building andSurvival ofArtis- seems that theydefinitely did not. background whenone tries to print ishes its greatness. A few of the
tic Reputation.
Theexhibit shows prints using a an image on it.This is partly due to paintingsandotherworksarepretty,
Frye's
variety
The
exhibit lets alot more
of different mediums such themiserablecondition these prints but they did nothold my interest as
were found in. But the grayness the etchings did. So I'd definitely
does not detract from the print. suggesta visitto thenew exhibiton
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He said she said: Opposing viewpoints onHannibal
Hannibal is deliriously original, and
shouldn't be compared with Silence

Hannibal is tasty,but can't
surpass its predecessor

By Nicole Gyulay

By Scan Reid

gory.
The first problem is the mostformidable.Audiences tend to impose
expectationsupon a sequelthatthey
do not impose upon other movies.
Theyexpect the sequeltofitintothe
same genre as the original; they
don't appreciate it when the sequel
deviatesfrom the form or the originaland makes anunexpectedpoint.
Audiences expectedHannibal tobe
another suspense thriller, but it is
not,as ScanReid'sreview soaptly
pointed out. Silence was about
Clarice Starling's developmentas
anFBI agentand her madrace to
stopaserial killer.Dr. Lecter was
indeed onlya spooky side character that helped Starling along on
herjourney.Starling'srace against
evil createddramatic tension and
somade it the suspenseful thriller
that itwas.Hannibalis nota suspenseful thriller, and is not supposedto be.Hannibalisabout Dr.
Lecter's relationship to Clarice.
Silence only provided the basis
for the relationship; Hannibal is
whereit plays out.
Hannibal is not a suspenseful
PHOTO COURTESY OF METRO GOLDWYN MAYER PICTURES, INC./ PHIL BHAY AND IMD6.COM thriller,but moreof adrama and a
Hannibal (Hopkins) andClarice (Moore)escape from Verger's mansion. romance. It is asick, adultversion

sion throughout the story.Thefate
of Pazzi is so obviously hinted at
that one is almost compelled to
shout at the screen, "Wow,Iwonder what's going to happen!" Another flaw is that potential Lecter
victims cannot garnerany sympathy,because the fact is,Lecter is so
fascinating and diabolical that the
Now comesHannibal, the se- audience ends up rooting for him,
quel that has already become a andnotreally caring what happens
frontrunner for one of the most to everyoneelse.
shocking and gory films of the
year.DirectorRidleyScott(Blade
Runner, Gladiator)maygo to the
extremein somescenes but each
is faithful in its adaptation to the
Ten years ago. Silence of the
Lambs set a precedent for dramatic thrillers.The film terrified
audiences withits suspense-filled
and frank portrayal of the dark
worldofa serialkiller whileespecially chilling moviegoers with
the sinister cannibal, Hannibal
Lecter.

ThomasHarrisnovelupon which
the film is based. Scott also departs from the gritty style of Silence, and opts for a more visually enhancedmovie with an operatic musical score. While not as
groundbreaking as its predecessor,Hannibalis anintriguing and
—
well-producedmovie for those
who can stomachit anyway.
Nearly a decade after his escape, Dr. Hannibal Lecter has
been living a comfortable lifeof
luxury in Florence, Italy, sipping
wineandpursuing a jobinhistory
localmuseumunder the alias,

t"

Fell.
larice Starling, now played
ulianne Moore,has become a

:r, hard-nosed veteran agent
nicFBI, far from the naive and

.

searchtoward bringing Dr.Lecter
to justice and petitions his read-

mission to the FBI 10 Most
Wanted list.
Dr. Lecter, still following
Starling's workand occasionally
sending her intimidating letters,
takes notice and so does Mason
Verger (Gary Oldman, in an uncredited role), a disfigured millionaire, and Lecter's only surviving victim. Mason is out for
revenge and intent on capturing
Lecterhimself. When a Florence
inspector named Rinaldo Pazzi
(Giancarlo Giannini) discovers
Lecter in the museum, he tips off
Verger for a threemillion dollar
reward.Starling findsout andrisks
her career and life to prevent
Verger from taking the law into
his ownhands.
The violence in the movie is
expectedlygraphic,but only gratuitous in its closing scene with
Starling and Lecter at a dinner
table (it has reportedly caused
some people to walk out of the
theater). These scenes are very
far apart fromeach other, a fact
that innorespectdiminishes their
gruesome nature, but it keeps
Hannibal from being a full-on
gore-fest/horror movie. The
has more character develnent and scenic moments than
th scenes.

fvie

The filmunfortunately fails to

establish any semblance of

ten-

of Beauty and the Beast,and itis
lyrical and fascinating.
The secondhateful rumor thatis
preventing people from seeing
Hannibal is the gore. Now,I
ama
person who cannot stand gore; I
had nightmares for weeks after
seeing Friday the 13th. But
Hannibalis not thatbad.The gory
scenes are not gratuitous;they are
instrumental in illuminating Dr.
Lecter's personality.
Hannibal does not kill theinnocent, he only kills those people
whothreaten oroffend him, which
is an important contrast in the
movie, especially in its dealings'
with Clarice. It is not unreasonable to posit that the author included scenes ofsuch brutality so
that they would contrast with the
gentlenessHannibalexhibits when
dealingwith Clarice.
Overall,it seems that Hannibal
is one of thosemovies thatcan'tbe
pinned down. It says different
things to different people; it'sengrossing to some whilerepugnant
toothers.But itis an artisticmovie
with many interesting implications,and thatalonemakes itworth
seeing.

There is a subplot in Hannibal
(which was better delved into by
the book) that deals with Lecter's
longing desire to possess Clarice,

though his methods for doing this
innocent cadet that interviewed areas puzzling to othercharacters
Lecter inhis cell After taking the as it is to the audience. Afrustrated
fall in a botched field operation, Verger proclaims to his doctor,
Starling returns to her on-going

Poor Hannibal has been getting a lot of poor and mediocre
reviews, and someone needs to
stand up for it.
It seems that there are two fundamentalreasons that peoplecite
whenexplaining whythey dislike
the movie. First, theysay itis not
as suspenseful andmeaningful as
Silence of the Lambs. Secondly,
theycomplain thatthemovie was
shamelessly and unrealistically

Seattle University's
ThirdAnnual

"Whatdoes he want todo, eat her,
f— her or kill her?" The doctor
replies,"Iimagine he'd probably

New Venture Plan Competition

wanttodo all three, thoughI
don't
wantto think about in whatorder."
Naturally, the movie is a star

Undergraduates, Graduates, and Alumni

vehicle for Hopkins, who slips

easily back into the eerie Lecter
persona that made him aname in
Hollywood. ThisisaroleHopkins
relishes, whichis clearly observable everytime heisonscreen. His
accent slithers like an eel, and he
occasionally stresses words with
such a vehemence that one wonders if there is a little Dr. Lecter
inside the actor himself.
The rest of the cast is decent
enough. Moore aptly portrays a
mature version of Starling, and
Oldman does a great job under
facial makeup that renders him
unrecognizable.Only Ray Liotta
looks miscast as Paul Krendler,

Starling's FBI antagonist, who is
destined to becomea meal.

Hannibal is solid, but it is a
sequel that suffers from being in
its predecessor's shadow. Where
SilenceoftheLambswas about the
clever detective work of Starling
and her gripping interaction with
Lector in a race to stop a killer,
Hannibal is more a^bout Lecter her
ing out of the cage and indulging
in the tasteshe nevercouldbehind
a wallof glass.It is a step into new

territory, butnever comes close to
being as engrossing as the first

movie.
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Whazz up at ASSU
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Know
Your Representatives

TheCouncil discussed student concerns
and issues surrounding the library
including the 24-hour quiet study room,
lighting and a needed textbookresource
area. Council also praised the great
customer service in the library
' and
recent furniture renovation.

"
"
"

Everyundergrad student is a member of the

-

Associated Students of Seattle University
(ASSU Youca get mvolved Wlth ASSU by
C"S to council meetl "gs comm.ttee
meetings expressingyour concerns, voting,
and/orrunning for elections.

>-

"

-

"

:
: Elections :
""
"" ASSU Executive
Important dates for those running for President, J
Vice-Presidentof Finance, and Vice-President of
Smdent

""

.

February 20-blectlon
20-Election horum
Forum
hebruary
February 21- Primary Election

February 28-FinalElection

J

The followingare thenames of the representativeson eachof
the committees this quarter.
wge ncr
ASSU Counci meets on Monc jays in Pigott 102
Ahlbach(chair),Hector Herrera, Angela
Elections:Adam
Liz Skofield Director of Campus Life,
from 6p m_g pm
Uvbcao, Abi Jones, Matt Sanderl,Carl Bergquist
and FaiziGhodsi D.rector of the
The fo i,owing meet in the ASSU office> second
aRivieccio (chair) Adam Ahi
Clubs A
,,bach Car
Internauonal Student. Center, are
Daye Crunch Cr
noor
of the sm
AM
Teresa
And
co-cha.nnga leadership conference
Clubs Committee: Monday,8 p m
GayatriEassey Chris Can as
Famum>
planningcommittee. Currently the
Elections Committee: Monday, 12 p.m.
Accounts: SteveSullivan (chair), Andy Farnum, Matt Sanderl,
committee is d.scussmg log.st.es of the
Presidential Committee: Friday, 2:30p.m.-3:30
Dave "Crunchy"Crepeau,Scan O'Neill, Abi Jones,Debola
_, m
conference.
P-niOkunbido
Accounts Committee: Tuesday, 6 p.m.
Presidential: Virgil Domoan(chair),Scan O'Neill, Teresa
Abellera, Chris Canlas,Gayatri Eassey,Debola Okuribido,
Hector Herrera
The ASSU office is located in the Student Union Building, room 203.ASSU offers services such as support to clubs and student advocacy.
pnrlprt
<\H Student I
Rrinvimr
nS SU
Leaders
Bring

,

This quarter's meeting times for AssUj

.

.,

..

«.

,

....

Club

r

|7th Annual
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eb'15
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[

contestants wanted for an exciting and fun dating gamel
FridQy Feb 23 @7 p- m in the Paccar /Atriurn Grar]d
i$1
/ticket.
prize op W jnners pnZes for all participants. Sponsored
I
jPresented by: ASAD
by your Freshmen Council. For more info.,stop by the
|(Associated Students of African office of Freshmen Success or e-mail the FC
8

°

rientation' Bon Appetit will
be conducting instrucion and testing for King County
Health Cards on Saturday' Feb 24 from ip-m-3:30 p.m. in
the 1891 room SeattleUniversit y staff and students are
|
welcome to attend. Adminent fee for non-Bon Appetit
I
employees is $10 per person (cash only).
As part ofits New EmPloyee

.

attend t0 dlscuss 24A "hour
computer lab, network, help
desk, etc.

|

jln

HealthFair

Whew' 12 1n
P<m'
Date: Wed" Feb- 21
Where: Wycoff
Auditorium
J
Who: AW Students encouraged

.

»„,

to

noJofthe

-.

§

I

to ■

families, friends and faculty to support this collection effort. Please i
bring alldonations to the LeadershipandService office on the 2nd ■
Student Union Building-Thank You!

teCnnOlOgy
-Seattle
, .
University

„

DiaSP° ra
I Date: Feb. 16
'When: 8 p.m.-la.m.
Events: Food, Live
Entertainment and DJ. Cultural
I performances and after show
I dance.
v
Cost $10 Students and
Faculty; $15 fornonstudents
What to wear: Semi-formal
idress
'„_...
Where: Pigott Atnum
addition: Gift Baskets and

.

|| Presidential Forum ||would»oßllketohelplar«iauakBwlcUmsliilnilia?
leadership and service office is raising funds
Now you can!The
'
'
*
senc
Sna oca nonprofit India. Please encourage your
OH StLldent needS

n

-

-

,,

,

O¥T¥
Pep
Talented musicians for the new SU
Band. We are also looking for someone
to be the "redhawk" at games. If interested please contact Lisa at

lmburcar@aol.com.

I

I

@batingGameol@hotmail.com

f^EM^f

haft

SEAC EVENTS

Th year Shaft
This
sH is atEMP trom Bp.m.-12a.m.
2
Interested in getting involved in planning and implementing events? Come to SEAC Committee
Tickets on sale @ the CAC and ColumbiaStreet
meetings! We meet every other Wed. at 6 p.m. in SUB 205.Our next meeting is Feb. 21
Cafe and available @ the door. Doors close at 10
'!mmm ~"im"mmmmmm
mmwmmmmmmmmm
l"-"<
""fip'Sync Application ■""■"■■■"■■■■■■""■"■■■"
p.m. Tickets are $20 for a single, $30 for a couple r
l|
Lip Sync Group Name:
and $75 for six. Sponsoredby RHA and SEAC.
Song (Artist, Title,Length):
Wannabe MC'sIContact Person:
Try out to be the MC for Quadstock at the Lip
|
I
Pnone Number:
j
|
Sync. Pick up an application at the CAC and
|
submit it by Feb. 23 to SUB 202. For more info.
IE-mail:
Grou
Members:
|
@
contact SEAC
x6047.
I P

.

j

j
j

I
I
IRules/Regulations for the Student Events and Activities Council (SEAC) Lip Sync I

Other SEAC Events
Feb. 22: Comedy night with Comedian Troy

Need
!-Songs
"

I

.

,

to follow SeattleUniversity Polides
must be clearedby SEAC. Inappropriate material can and will be disqualified.

I

Thirdgill @7 p.m. in the Upper SUB. |Song may NOT exceedseven minutes in ength
'
Free alcohol for those over 21. Come |
SCOrin2
|
for free refreshments and laughs!
Each group wi|l be scored on four aspects
Precursor to Thirsty Thursday!
Il.ORIGINALITY-how creative and imaginative is the overalllip sync act?

|

I

.

I2. CHOREOGRAPHY-how the members of an act present themselves on stage, and how well the routine relates to I
Solo acoustic guitar. Don't Ithe1 the themeof the sonSFeb.27: Howie Day,«,..,
-,
13.
on
at which the lip sync act is believable,
■ PERFORMANCE„„„„,.,._„ creativity
miss him! Watch for more details.
.based
. , the level ..
. fir_vvthe music and theme.
they
4.
COSTUMESof
costumes
andhow
I

..

.

t

_

Mar. 2: Lip Sync- Applications come out Feb. 7. ■
Start getting your group together!
questions
on these events or if you wouldlike to get
Any

[

,*

0-I**,^--.

,

,

_,

«««,

,

J

f
l_by 4:30 p.m.
1"12 E SEAC,
involved with
Please call x6047 or e-mail dixonj@seattleu.edu!

12"

1££ 2tl"

.-^
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Marketplace

15

«j "p "1 d/"4 O
vXCId&XLX6U&
"1

100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers

*■*

400. Services
500. For Rent
600. Misc

aa

200. Help Wanted

—

NannyPosition
Madison Park family, two children,full-time,car,references (2o6)

asgeneraland specialtycamp counselors. Room / Board plus Salary,
Contact Sara Freedman at the

LifeSpanßioSciences, arapidlygrowing biotechnology company

specializing inMolecular Pathol325-1743.
Catholic Youth Organization at ogy, is looking to fill the following
saraf@seattlearch.org, 1-800-950- positions inour Tissue Bank:
Data Entry— The work entails
4963.orwww.seattlearch.org/cyo.
Fraternities,Sororities,
manipulation of in-house propriClubs, Student Groups
etary documents. Necessary skills
Earn $1000-$2OOO this semester
basic computer skills
include:
wj th
easy
the
Need Extra Cash?
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
Research group from psychol- (speed and accuracy), attention to
fundraisingevent.Nosalesrequired, ogy dept. is looking for people to detail, good English skills, familFundraisingdatesarefillingquickly, transcribe audio-taped interviews. >anty with medical and biological
so call today! Contact Work on your own time. If inter- terms and confidentiality issues.
Campusfundraiser.com at (888) ested contact (206) 398-4895 or Part-time.
Student Helper Theworken923-3238,
or
visit (206)398-4863.
tails barcoding, organizations and
www.campusfundraiser.com.
filing the slides and tissue blocks,
Twenty-nine people wanted to along withbasic Tissue Bank supSummer experienceof your life! lose weight and earn $$$$.AllNatu- port tasks. Part-time (20+ hours/
Be part of a5OyearCamping Tra- ra| Products. Doctor Recom- week).
ditionin Beautiful Western Wash- mended. Call 1-800-311-5688.
Please e-mail hr@lsbio.com or
ington. CYOSummer camps seek
caringenthusiasticstudents to work

—

I
morrow morning— 4:3oam.
Wanted: 10 Freshman boys to
accompany 10 Hot senior girls to
Shaft. Ifinterested reply in person.

—
Karate

Martini night sometime soon?
Sheila,
:

-«a

pi

Went

—

Two Bedroom,
modern
Townhomeclose to SeattleUniversity and otherschools. Convenient

The Spectator is
where it's at!.
To advertise, call
Ben Stangland
at
,
(zuo; zvo-6474 or

fax him at
(206)296-6477.

location.Closetostores,downtown

and on bus line. Address: 1520 E.
Yesler,Seattle. $1,200 per month/
$800 security deposit, lst/last/security. Washer/dryer hookup, off
street parking. Available 3/15/01.
Lisa— (253) 815-1163.

_

RoomForRent
Must beresponsible BeaconHill
house hugebackyard 3 bath cab)e
TV and modem $290/month (206)
234-3703.

The COSt for classifieds

"

for the first 20 words
and 15 cents a

word there after.

J

Ha«ifiwte
"«»""««> anri
dnuiwsnnal
personals
must be submitted by Fridayj
at 5 P m for the Thursday

-

edition.

Personals

Lonelythree seatseeks coxswain
of mad docking skills; who enjoys
drinking nonfat milkand stroking it
earlyin the morning. Ifinterested
meet me at Bellarmine circle to-

'

sendaresumeto7ooßlanchardSt.,
Seattle, WA 98121.

—

Naty

To the ghosts Ilove the most.

FB:

Come home to us!

Stephy,Tasha and Erin

Kabuga bugaugo!

Love the munchkins.
P.S. Give it to menow.

*MUAH*
lovethe girl in the battle.

Bubu lovesyou.

"" '^ ST*

Krispy KremeDoughnuts.

RBasque
R From Nevada

,,,
surprise

°

We need you.
VY

L/

°

U tMte S

Lisa-

Hav
nayiey

Christine,
onlyhope
You are so Beautiful, I
that one day Ican express my love

]

for you.
— Cash Money

ou:

Mike,

*"^

boy.
Miss you.

'

T° the twins:

You arejustwhatI
needed.Thank
you for the wonderful support and

Umpa.Lumpasshow who'sbest,
_Mom

Thank you for havinglunch with confidence when Itook that midterm.
me today.
— Ben

You gals rock my world! Don't
break me off!
Love your kitkat girl

"
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the spider against the wall. Well I
don't think the spider remembers
anything. Iwish you had at least
used your own shoe.

ViiMf

1011 East Terrace Street
Seattle, WA 98122

Our apartments have great views of the city and Mount Rainier
The units have washer, dryer, dishwasher, and microwave inside.
There is exercise room & underground garage parking with
24 hours security camera recording.
Excellent for Roommates.
To find out more about the building and also
special we are offering please visit our
the,7y,
IT 7
7
i
pts.com
Website at www,vantageparka
Or call us at 206-381-5878

Hey Chris,
Rememberthattimeyousmashed

%#k

AT FIRST HILL
New building 3 blocks south of Seattle University
1 bed, 2 bed/1ba, 2bed/2ba, 2bed/2bath Deluxe

T^T' T

see you agam,Iwas the cute blond

My eyes are allover you.
LoveTiggles

What is 69?

Sweetie-

"

k"
ift^

Not Ready for

the lsat?
,

B^
.JS^^S^Ji
1
Sffk'SSS X". S
fiW*ft?ttWi3ji
SKiJ!SiS3d23K
That s

"

gjftJrtSßgK

T^i*Answer Sriftfi Sn°ar

any
v

"

lsat

lt Ca

524-4915
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